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Abstract. The odd-Z isotope 255Lr and its daughter 251Md and grand-daughter 247Es were studied in two

experiments performed at GANIL and the University of Jyväskylä. The 255Lr nuclei were produced using

the cold fusion-evaporation reaction 209Bi(48Ca,2n)255Lr at a bombarding energy of 217 MeV. The single-

particle structure and decay properties were investigated using α, γ and electron spectroscopy. The ground-

state spin and parity could be assigned for 255Lr (1/2−) and 251Md (7/2−). States corresponding to the

7/2+[633], 7/2−[514] and 1/2−[521] Nilsson orbitals were observed. Results are compared to experimental

data obtained in neighbouring isotopes and to Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov calculations using the Skyrme

interaction SLy4 and a density-dependent pairing interaction. The position of the 1/2−[521] orbital from

the spherical 2f5/2 shell is discussed.
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1 Introduction

The study of super-heavy elements and the quest to find

the predicted island of stability is a fertile topic of nuclear

structure physics. Nuclei above Z=104, the transactinide

elements, would be unstable against fission without stabil-

ising shell effects. They are therefore very fragile objects,

which seriously complicates experimental studies. Due to

very low production cross-sections (at the level of pb or

lower) only the basic properties of the heaviest elements

can be deduced, such as decay channel, α-decay energy or

lifetime. For a review of work on the heaviest elements,

see e.g. [1]. On the theoretical side, there is still a debate

concerning the position of the island of stability that is

expected for super-heavy elements as theoretical models

give conflicting predictions for the shell closure depending

on the chosen effective mean-field interaction, see e.g. [2–
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4]. The uncertainties in the models are also reflected in

the region of the heaviest actinides (Z<104), also known

as the transfermium region, where experimental studies

are made easier since the production cross-sections are

much higher, at the level of μb. The study of transfer-

mium elements is a step towards improved knowledge for

the heaviest elements: the deformed region around N=152

and Z=100 can be considered as a viewpoint towards the

super-heavy island of stability.

A breakthrough in prompt γ and electron spectroscopy

emerged a few years ago with the availability of highly effi-

cient experimental devices [5,6]. The collective rotational

ground-state band of 254No, first observed at Argonne [7]

and then at the University of Jyväskylä (JYFL) [8,9],

is now established as a textbook example. Besides γ-ray

spectroscopy, prompt electron spectroscopy [10] and

K-isomeric [11] states have been studied. Collective prop-

erties near the N=152, Z=100 deformed shell gap have

also been studied in the even-even nuclei 250Fm [12] and

252No [13]. With the recent improvement in detection effi-

ciencies, prompt spectroscopy of the odd-mass nuclei 251Md

[14], 253No [15,16] and 255Lr [17] has been performed, pro-

viding more insight into single-particle structure.

Together with the collective properties, the study of

single-particle states in odd-mass nuclei provides crucial

complementary information. Alpha-decay experiments are

well suited to such studies since this mode is very sensi-

tive to the initial- and final-state wave functions. Often

it is possible to establish the spin and parity of not only

the ground state, but also of the first excited states. The
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study of single-particle states and comparison with theo-

retical models is the goal of these experiments, but there is

also hope to pin-down high-lying orbitals from the super-

heavy element region, which approach the Fermi level in

the transfermium region as the deformation increases. Al-

though α decay of the heaviest elements has been studied

from the beginning of super-heavy element production, in

most cases the level schemes that can be established are

far from comprehensive [1,5,6]. Detection of γ and elec-

tron transitions following the α decay are mandatory tools

to complete level schemes, as these allow the multipolar-

ities of the transitions to be determined. Such devices,

combining α, electron and γ spectroscopy have been de-

veloped recently. Examples are GREAT [18] built by a

group of U.K. Universities and sited at JYFL, BEST at

GANIL (this work) and GABRIELA [19] at Dubna.

This study focuses on the odd-Z transfermium nucleus

251Md, produced following the α decay of 255Lr. Although

particular emphasis was placed on 251
101Md, the mother nu-

cleus 255
103Lr and its grand-daughter 247

99 Es have been studied

using genetic correlations. Such correlations allow the level

scheme and decay path to be determined for the whole de-

cay chain from 255Lr down to 247Es. First synthesized in

the 1970’s [20], 251Md is particularly poorly known. Based

on mass systematics and 255Lr α decay fine structure, two

excited states have been suggested [21], for which there

is no strong experimental basis. A ground-state spin and

parity of 7/2− has been recently suggested [23].

This paper reports on two experiments dedicated to

study of the α decay of 255Lr. In the next section, the ex-

perimental devices and conditions will be described. The

experimental results concerning the α, electron and γ de-

cay will be presented in sections 3, 4 and interpreted in sec-

tion 5. Comparison with neighbouring nuclei and theory,

along with the consequences for single-particle structure

in the transfermium region will be discussed in section 6.

2 Experimental techniques

Two experiments aimed at the study of the 255Lr decay

have been performed at JYFL and at GANIL, Caen. As

will be shown in this section, the complementary perfor-

mances of both devices were a benefit. At JYFL, a better

α energy resolution was obtained while the electron en-

ergy resolution and gamma-ray detection efficiency were

improved at GANIL. In both experiments, the 255Lr nuclei

were populated using the cold fusion-evaporation reaction

209Bi(48Ca, 2n)255Lr.

2.1 Experiment at the University of Jyväskylä

Eight 209Bi targets having a thickness of 400-440μg/cm2

were installed on a rotating wheel and bombarded by a

48Ca10+ beam accelerated to an incident energy of 221 MeV

by the JYFL K=130 cyclotron. An average beam intensity

of 800 enA was obtained for the duration of the experi-

ment. At the beginning of the experiment, an excitation

function was measured using a set of C degrader foils.

Optimum production of 255Lr was found for a center-of-

target energy of 217 ± 2 MeV. At this energy, contam-

ination by the 1n channel (256Lr) is expected to be less
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than 4 % [24]. Fusion-evaporation products were separated

from the beam and the large background of parasitic re-

actions such as fission, transfer and elastic scattering by

the RITU gas-filled separator [25]. RITU was filled with

He gas at a pressure of 0.6 mbar to obtain an average

equilibrium recoil charge state. A transmission of approx-

imately 35% is estimated for the 48Ca + 209Bi reaction.

Recoiling nuclei and their subsequent decay were detected

at the focal plane of RITU using an early implementa-

tion of the GREAT spectrometer [18]. GREAT consists of

a Multi Wire Proportional Counter (MWPC) gas detec-

tor placed 20 cm upstream of two Double Sided Silicon

Strip Detectors (DSSSD); the time of flight being mea-

sured between the MWPC and the DSSSD. Each DSSSD

has a size of 60×40mm2, and is of thickness 300μm with

60 vertical and 40 horizontal strips. An average energy

resolution of approximately 25 keV for 8 MeV α particles

was obtained. An internal α calibration was performed

on-line using known activities produced through reaction

of the 48Ca beam with a 172Yb target. Escaping α par-

ticles were detected by a “box” of 28 pin-diodes placed

around the two DSSSD’s. The signals from each detector

were processed independently and time-stamped to a res-

olution of 10 ns by the trigger-less Total Data Readout

(TDR) acquisition system [26]. Events were reconstructed

in software and the data analysed using the GRAIN [27]

package. During a total irradiation time of 135 hours, a

total of around 6000 255Lr α decays were observed.

2.2 Experiment at GANIL

The 48Ca8+ beam was accelerated by the CSS1 cyclotron,

and a beam energy of 219.4 MeV was measured in the “al-

pha” spectrometer. This energy corresponds to a center-

of-target energy of 217.1 MeV, which was chosen to fit

with the maximum of the excitation function for the 2n

channel [24] as in the previous experiment. An average

beam intensity of ∼ 1000 enA was delivered during the ir-

radiation. The LISE spectrometer [28] in its FULIS config-

uration [29] was used to select the 255Lr recoils. Eighteen

209Bi targets, with thicknesses of 400-460 μg/cm2 were

installed on a rotating target wheel having a radius of 30

cm and a speed of 1500 r.p.m. The beam structure was

synchronized to the wheel rotation. Behind the 209Bi tar-

gets eighteen 35μg/cm2 C charge-reset foils were installed

on a second wheel placed 15 cm downstream. The tar-

get quality was continuously monitored using a Si and a

BaF2 detector. In addition, the target wheel position was

recorded in order to associate it with focal plane events.

Recoil products were separated from the background us-

ing the LISE Wien Filter [30] which was preceded and

followed by a quadrupole triplet. The ion-optical settings

were optimized using the Zgouby [31] and COSY Infin-

ity [32] packages. A velocity of 0.52 cm.ns−1 was selected

using a Wien Filter field combination of E=150 kV.m−1

and B=3.1 10−2 T. It should be noted that the electric

field is reduced by approximately 10% compared to a per-

fect Wien Filter value due to a slight asymmetry. A trans-

mission efficiency of around 15% and a beam rejection fac-

tor of 2×1010 were measured. The primary beam (shifted
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upward) was stopped in the middle of the Wien Filter

by a water-cooled Cu shield. Additional slits at the mid-

filter were used to further reduce the background. Recoil

products were detected at the focal plane using a “ga-

lotte” detector and a DSSSD. The DSSSD had dimen-

sions of 50×50 mm2, with 48×48 strips and a thickness

of 300 μm. The “galotte” detector was used to measure

the time-of-flight with respect to the implantation DSSSD.

The “galotte” consists of a mylar emissive foil and a micro-

channel plate detector. The cooled DSSSD was also used

to detect α particles with an energy resolution of around

40 keV for 8 MeV α particles. Known activities from the

reaction 176Yb(48Ca, xn)224−xTh were used to perform an

internal calibration. A tunnel of four four-fold segmented

cooled Si detectors with dimensions 50×50 mm2 and 1 mm

thickness was used to detect escaping α particles and con-

version electrons. This “tunnel” array of Si detectors is

known as BEST (Box for Electron Spectroscopy after Tag-

ging). An energy resolution of 7-10 keV was obtained for

electrons with an energy of 320 keV. The efficiency of

BEST was simulated using the GEANT 4 package [33],

taking into account the measured 255Lr recoil distribu-

tion in the DSSSD. An efficiency of 15 % at an electron

energy of 200 keV was deduced. BEST was surrounded

by four segmented germanium detectors provided by the

EXOGAM [34] collaboration. GEANT 4 simulations were

also performed to estimate the γ-ray detection efficiency.

The full geometry of the BEST array, along with the 255Lr

implantation distribution was included. A maximum effi-

ciency of ∼ 22 % at 120 keV was found. It should be noted

that GEANT 4 is known to have an accuracy of around

10% for γ-ray efficiency simulations. Events were time-

stamped using 100 kHz Camac and 100 MHz VXI clocks.

Data were analysed using the ROOT package [35]. The

trigger for the data acquisition system was provided by

the implantation (DSSSD) or tunnel (BEST) detectors.

During an irradiation time of 142 hours, a total of around

6000 255Lr α decays were measured.

3 Alpha decay

In order to reduce the background from low-energy im-

plantation events in the region of expected α decays, anti-

coincidences between the DSSSD and the time-of-flight

detector (the “galotte” at GANIL; the MWPC at JYFL)

were demanded before the α-decay spectrum was incre-

mented. Examples are shown in figures 1,2(a), where α-

decay lines from 255Lr, the daughter nucleus 251Md, and

from 255No which is populated via the electron capture

or β decay of 255Lr are observed. The peak marked 211Po

is due to the decays of long-lived activities produced in the

calibration runs with the 172Yb (JYFL) or 176Yb (GANIL)

targets .

Using genetic correlations, whereby events are searched

for which occur at the same position in the DSSSD within

a certain time window, the 255Lr and 251Md α-decays can

be isolated. Figures 1,2(b) show the spectra of α-decay

events correlated to recoils within a search time of 2 min-

utes. These spectra are dominated by the decay of 255Lr,

with the presence of a small contribution due to the de-

cay of 255No. Some of the 255No decays are correlated
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Fig. 1. Example of α-decay spectra obtained in the GANIL

experiment. a) Total α-decay spectrum b) Result of recoil-α

correlations c) Result of recoil-α-α correlations (second gener-

ation).
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Fig. 2. Same as figure 1, but for data obtained at JYFL.
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Fig. 3. Time-of-flight between the “galotte” and the implanta-

tion detector as a function of the implantation energy (GANIL

experiment).

to recoils as the β particle emitted deposits little energy

in the DSSSD and is not registered. No charged parti-

cles are emitted during the electron capture process. Fig-

ures 1,2(c) correspond to recoil-α-α correlations using a

maximum search time of two minutes between the recoil

and the first α decay, and 20 minutes between the mother

and daughter α decays. Due to accidental correlations, a

small contribution from the decay of 255Lr persists. Re-

coiling fusion-evaporation products are identified by set-

ting a two-dimensional gate on the recoil energy versus

time-of-flight matrix: see figure 3. In the genetic correla-

tion analysis, no α-energy condition was applied. In the

following two subsections, the α-decay properties of 255Lr

and 251Md determined from the data will be detailed.
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JYFL experiment.

3.1 The α decay of 255Lr

Figure 4 shows an expanded region of the spectrum of α-

decays correlated to recoil events. Since the energy resolu-

tion achieved in the experiment at JYFL was better than

that in the GANIL experiment, the energies obtained in

the former are adopted. As is shown from the fit in fig-

ure 4, six peaks at energies of 8290, 8331, 8365, 8420, 8457

and 8512 keV can be separated. The fit is performed by

first fixing the peak shape parameters using an α-decay

line from the calibration data. Lifetime plots for the de-

cays are obtained from the time difference, Δt, between

the α decay and the recoil implantation. The extracted

lifetimes are adjusted using the function:

f(Δt) = ae−(λ+r)Δt + be−rΔt, (1)

where λ is the decay constant of the state, and r is a

component which arises due to random correlations [36].

3.1.1 The 8365 keV α decay

This decay was previously identified [37,38] as the decay

from the ground-state of 255Lr and determined to have

a half-life of 22 ± 5 s. The decay curve for this peak is

shown in the upper panel of figure 5. In the inset is an

expansion of the early part of the curve, which shows that

the decay is characteristic of a growth-decay process. This

indicates that the decaying state is fed by an isomer. In

this particular case, the curve is fitted with the function

f(Δt) = a{e−(λ2+r)Δt−e−(λ1+r)Δt}+be−(λ2+r)Δt+ce−rΔt,

(2)

where λ2 (λ1) is the decay constant of the isomer (α-

decaying state). Decay half-lives of T1/2(8365) = 31.1±1.3

s and T1/2(isomer) = 2.3 ± 1.0 s are deduced for the 8365

keV α decay and feeding isomeric decay, respectively. This

line is interpreted as corresponding to the ground-state de-

cay of 255Lr. The ratio of the isomeric state to feeding from

other branches can be calculated from the coefficients of

equation 2. Assuming negligible β or E.C. branches from

the isomeric state, we deduce a ratio of 0.94 ± 0.44 i.e.

48 ± 12 % of the ground state feeding proceeds via the

isomeric state.

3.1.2 The 8457 keV α decay

Evidence for this decay was first given by Eskola et al. [37]

and later confirmed by Bemis et al. [38]. In these two ref-

erences, the 8365 keV and 8457 keV decays were deduced

to have the same half-life (22±5 s). The decay curve of the

8457 keV line is shown in the lower panel of figure 5, from
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Fig. 5. Decay curves corresponding to the 8365 keV (upper

panel) and 8457 keV (lower panel) α-decay lines.

which a half-life of 2.53 ± 0.13 s is deduced. This corre-

sponds well to the deduced half-life of the isomer feeding

the ground-state (see section 3.1.1). The initial state of

the 8457 keV transition is interpreted as corresponding to

a 2.5 s isomer in 255Lr, feeding partially the ground-state.

3.1.3 The 8420 keV α decay

The decay curve of this α line shows two components with

half-lives of approximately 2.5 s and 31 s. The two compo-

nents can be clearly seen in a two-dimensional plot of α-

decay energy (Eα) against the logarithm of the decay life-

time (ln(Δt)), as shown in figure 6. The number of events

in the 8420 keV doublet constitutes 5.6 % of the total num-

ber of events attributed to the decay of 255Lr (data from

JYFL), with a contribution of 37±10 % (63±10 %) from

the 2.5 s (31 s) component. A small contribution from the

8430 keV transition of 256Lr, which has a lifetime of 27 s

[37,38], cannot be excluded. However, an 11 % population

of 256Lr compared to 255Lr would be required to explain

the intensity of the 31 s component (JYFL data), which

can be excluded. Moreover, the peak is present in recoil-

α-α correlations, the statistics compared to the recoil-α

gated spectrum being compatible with a 255Lr assignment.

The half-life could not be deduced from the GANIL data

as the α energy resolution is not sufficient. It should be

noted, however, that the same intensity is obtained for

the full 8420 keV peak. Since the beam energy is mea-

sured very precisely, and since evidence for other 256Lr

peaks was not found, this again excludes a significant con-

tamination. However, as a precaution, the 31 s 8420 keV

intensity should be taken as an upper limit.

It is therefore concluded that the 8420 keV transition

is a doublet; the initial decaying states being either the

255Lr ground state or the 2.5 s isomeric state.

3.1.4 The 8290 keV α decay

An α-decay with an energy of 8290 keV was observed with

low statistics in both the GANIL and JYFL experiments

with an half-life of approximately 35 s. The assignment

of this transition remains uncertain, though the decay ap-

pears in recoil-α-α correlations which suggests that it orig-

inates from 255Lr.

3.1.5 The 8331 and 8512 keV α decays

The α decay with an energy of 8512 keV is observed at

JYFL with an half-life of 87 ± 40 s and is not correlated to
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the α decay of 251Md. It has not been observed at GANIL.

It is therefore not assigned to the α decay of 255Lr.

The 8331 keV α decay is also not observed in the

GANIL data, for which the energy resolution is not suffi-

cient. The half-life could not be measured.

3.2 The α decay of 251Md

The spectrum of α decays corresponding to the second

generation of genetic correlations (see the upper panel of

figure 8), displays two peaks with energies of 7550 and

7590 keV. Search times of up to 3 minutes for the first

generation and 15 minutes for the second generation of

decays were used. The analysis of mother-daughter α cor-

relations shows that these two peaks are correlated with

the 255Lr decay: see figure 7. The 7590 keV line is deduced
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Fig. 7. Alpha-alpha correlation matrix. A search time of 15

(3) minutes has been used for the daughter (mother) decay.

Data are taken from the JYFL experiment.

to be due to the effects of conversion electron summing,

and will be discussed further in paragraph 4.1. The 7550

keV line was previously observed and assigned to 251Md

by Eskola [20].

3.2.1 Half-life

The decay curve corresponding to the 7550 keV α decay

is presented in the lower panel of figure 8. Search times

of up to 4 minutes for the first generation of α decays

and 40 minutes for the second generation have been used.

Since the random contribution is negligible using recoil-α-

α correlations, the time distribution has been fitted using

a single exponential. A decay half-life of 4.33 ± 0.25 min

was deduced. Although the statistics for the 7590 keV line

were limited, a lifetime of 4.3±0.6 min could be extracted.
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Fig. 8. Upper panel: alpha-decay spectrum of 251Md resulting

from recoil-α-α correlations. Lower panel: time distribution for

the 7550 keV α decay. Data are taken from the JYFL experi-

ment.

The initial state of the two peaks is therefore the same,

i.e. the ground state of 251Md.

3.2.2 Alpha-decay branching ratio

The 251Md α-decay branching ratio can be deduced by

comparing the intensities of the 255Lr peaks in recoil-α-

α and recoil-α correlations. A correction for the relevant

search times and the α-particle detection efficiency (εα =

55 %) are included in the calculation. The branching ratio

(BR) could be deduced for the sum of the 7550 and 7590

keV transitions, correlated to either the 8365 or 8457 keV

α decay in 255Lr. The values obtained are:

BR(Md, Lr(8365)) = 9.3 ± 0.9% (3)

BR(Md, Lr(8457)) = 10.9 ± 1.5% (4)

The similar value obtained when correlating with one

of the two strongest 255Lr α decays shows that either the

final state in 251Md is the same (i.e. the ground state), or

that the 255Lr α decays feed two different states connected

by an electromagnetic transition.

3.3 Summary of α decay properties

A summary of the α decay properties of 255Lr and 251Md

is given in Table 1. A larger uncertainty for the 8420 keV

line is quoted as this doublet could not be clearly resolved.

The Hindrance Factor (H.F.) corresponds, for a given ini-

tial state, to the ratio of the experimental partial α-decay

half-life to the half-life calculated using a barrier pene-

tration model described in [39] including a screening ef-

fect described in [40]. Its value is close to unity when the

initial- and final-state wave-functions are similar, and in-

creases as the wave-functions differ, in particular with a

change of parity or for spin-flip transitions.

In 255Lr, two α-decaying states have been observed,

as discussed above. The ground-state, having a half-life of

31.1 s, decays via two α transitions with energies of 8365

and 8420 keV, and by electron capture decay to 255No.

The electron-capture probability of 15 % given in [21,37]

is compatible with our experimental data. An isomeric

state, with a half-life of 2.5 s decays by two α transitions

with energies of 8420 and 8457 keV, and by an electro-
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Table 1. Summary of the α-decay properties of 255Lr and 251Md.

Isotope Energy (keV) Intensity (%) Lifetime Qα (keV) H.F. α Branching ratio (%)

251Md

7550(1) 87 ± 3 4.33 ± 0.25 m 7672(1) 1.4

10(1)7590(5)a 13 ± 3 4.3 ± 0.6 m − 14

7550(1) sum 100 4.33 ± 0.25 m 7672(1) 1.3

255Lr

8290(5)b 1.1 ± 0.3 ∼ 35 s − -

85 (from [21])

8331(5)c 4.8 ± 0.7 not measured − 27

8365(2) 63.9±1.5 31.1 ± 1.3 s 8498(2) 2.7

8420(10) ≤3.5±0.5 30 ± 4 s 8554(10) ≥ 73

8420(10)a 2.1±0.5 2.8 ± 0.6 s − 10 d

8457(2) 24.7 ± 0.8 2.53 ± 0.13 s 8592(2) ≥2 e

a Interpreted as a line resulting from summing.

b Tentative assignment.

c Tentative transition.

d Assuming an α energy of 8322 keV without summing.

e Possible low energy tail due to summing.

magnetic transition feeding the ground-state. Assuming a

negligible beta decay or electron capture probability for

this isomeric state, the ratio of the ground-state feeding

to the α-decay branches is calculated to be 1.5. The 8290

and 8331 keV lines are tentative. Note that we have not

found evidence in 255Lr for a spontaneous fission branch.

The values obtained will be discussed in section 5.

4 Coincident γ-ray and electron spectroscopy

4.1 Alpha-γ spectroscopy

The germanium detectors surrounding the implantation

DSSSD detectors can be used to detect γ rays in prompt

coincidence with any detected α particles. A matrix cor-

responding to prompt α-γ correlations is presented in the

upper panel of figure 9. No prompt coincidences with α de-

cays assigned to 255Lr are observed, which indicates that

the states fed in 251Md either decay by highly converted

transitions, or are isomeric. Coincidences between α de-

cays of 251Md and γ rays from 247Es are indicated by cir-

cles drawn with a solid line. A projection from the matrix,

produced by gating on the 251Md α decay line is shown

in the lower panel of figure 9, where two new transitions

with energies of 243 and 293 keV are clearly seen. Weaker

evidence for a γ-ray transition at 180 keV is also found.

At first sight, both the 243 and 293 keV transitions

are correlated to the 251Md 7550 keV α decay. However,

α-particle spectra gated on the 243 and 293 keV γ rays
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Fig. 9. Upper panel: matrix corresponding to prompt α-γ cor-

relations. Lower panel: γ transition in coincidence with the

251Md α line. Data are taken from the GANIL experiment.

show small differences, as can be seen in figure 10. The

α-particle spectrum gated by the 243 keV transition (fig-

ure 10(d)) is shifted to higher energy by approximately

40 keV compared to the α particles in coincidence with

the 293 keV transition (figure 10(c)). The 40 keV differ-

ence can be explained assuming an highly converted 50

keV transition (i.e. 293 - 243 keV) in coincidence with the

243 keV transition. The internal conversion electrons and

associated X-rays, Coster-Kronig or Auger electrons are

emitted in coincidence with the 7550 keV α line and their

energies are summed in the implantation detector.

To lend weight to this interpretation, GEANT 4 sim-

ulations of the summing effect have been carried out. It

is assumed that the recoils are implanted at a depth of

10 μm, and that the transition has an energy of 50 keV

and multipolarity M1. This leads to an average conversion

electron energy of 27 keV which is almost fully absorbed

in the Si detector. The emission of L or M X-rays follow-

ing conversion was included in the simulation, taking into

account the relevant X-ray fluorescence yields and inten-

sities per shell vacancies [22]. Since experimental informa-

tion for Auger yields and energies in very heavy nuclei is

not available, a simplified LMM and LMN Auger electron

emission has been implemented. Remaining Coster-Kronig

and MXY Auger electrons were included as a single emis-

sion since this contribution has a sum energy less than 10

keV and is fully absorbed in the implantation detector. In

addition, we have not included Si dead-layer effects. Tak-

ing into account the uncertainties in the different processes

(for instance, the L1 shell fluorescence yield uncertainty is

20% [22]), only qualitative comparisons between the ex-

perimental spectra and the simulations can be made. The

results of the simulations are shown in grey in figure 10.

It can be seen that the simulations reproduce satisfyingly

the experimental data: a summing energy of 43 keV is

simulated compared to an experimental value of 40 keV.

Finally, the intensity ratio Iα(7550)/Iα(7590) = 6.7± 2 is

consistent with the ratio Iγ(293)/Iγ(242) = 4.4 ± 2.
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The 7590 keV line is therefore not a new α-decay from

251Md, but results from the summing of conversion elec-

trons and X-rays, Coster-Kronig or Auger electrons. A

similar summing effect has also been observed in several

experiments: see e.g. [23,42]. The simulation will not change

drastically if multipolarities other than M1 are assumed

for the 50 keV transition as at this energy internal con-

version occurs mainly from the L shell electrons. However,

transitions with Δl > 2 can be excluded as their lifetime

would be too long to give a summing effect with the α

particles. The multipolarity of the 50, 243 and 293 keV

transitions will be discussed in paragraph 4.3.

In the upper panel of figure 9, the dashed circle high-

lights a coincidence between 7330 keV α particles and

a 452 keV γ-ray transition. The 7330 keV α is due to

the decay of 255Md and this observation confirms a previ-

ous measurement [41]. 255Md is populated after successive

electron captures from 255Lr via 255No.

4.2 Alpha-electron spectroscopy

The silicon detectors surrounding the DSSSD implanta-

tion detector can be used to detect conversion electrons

emitted from the decay of states populated by α decay. A

matrix corresponding to prompt α-electron coincidences

is presented in figure 11. Conversion electrons in coinci-

dence with the 255No α decay are clearly observed, which

shows the validity of the experimental technique.

No evidence for electrons in coincidence with the 251Md

α decays can be seen. This lack of coincidences is not a

negative result, as it allows information concerning the
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Fig. 10. α-particle energy spectrum resulting from recoil-α-α

correlation taken from JYFL (a). Total α-particle energy spec-

trum taken from GANIL (b). The α-particle energy spectrum

in coincidence with the 293 keV or 243 keV γ rays is shown

by solid lines in panels (c) and (d), respectively. The result of

the GEANT 4 simulations (see text for explanation) are shown

shaded in grey.

states fed by the α decays to be inferred. Moreover, the

absence of coincident conversion electrons will be used in

the next paragraph to constrain the multipolarity of the

293 and 243 keV transitions.

Nine electron counts with average energy of 75 ± 10

keV are observed in coincidence with the 8290 keV peak.

This distribution is compatible with the conversion of an

E2, M1 or M2 transition at 105 ± 10 keV. Therefore,

part of the 8290 keV energy should correspond to X-ray

summing.
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taken from the GANIL experiment.

4.3 Multipolarity of the γ-ray transitions

As shown in section 4.1, two γ-ray transitions with ener-

gies of 243 and 293 keV have been observed in 247Es, in

prompt coincidence with the 7550 keV α decay of 251Md.

The multipolarity of the transitions can be deduced from

the number of counts in the electron spectrum obtained

in coincidence with the same α transition. This spectrum

is not shown here, but includes 8 counts, all below 200

keV. It should be noted that some of the counts may cor-

respond to background since the γ-ray efficiency for a 1

mm thick Si detector in which Compton scattering occurs

is not negligible. Assuming E1, E2, M1 or M2 charac-

ter for the 293 keV transition, the number of counts due

to conversion electrons should be 2, 15, 100 or 300, re-

spectively. These estimates take into account the BEST

and clover detector efficiencies. The 293 keV transition is

therefore assumed to have E1 character. Note that X-rays

do not allow E1 or E2 character to be distinguished as

the expected number of counts in the Kα,β lines is below

statistical significance in both cases (1 and 6 respectively)

while L X-rays are below the detection threshold.

Similar analysis for the 243 keV transition suggests

that the number of counts in the electron peaks should be

1, 6, 33 or 110 for E1, E2, M1 or M2 transitions, which

rules-out an M1 or M2 character.

5 Interpretation of the experimental data

Low-lying states have been previously identified in neigh-

bouring Es, Md and Lr isotope, see the discussion in ref-

erences [6,23]. The same single-particle states observed in

neighbouring isotopes and predicted by theoretical models

are expected to be identified in 247Es, 251Md and 255Lr.

We have performed Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (HFB) cal-

culations for these 3 isotopes using the Skyrme interaction

SLy4 [43] in connection with a density-dependent pair-

ing interaction. The same formalism as in reference [44]

is used. Level schemes obtained by constructing the low-

est one quasi-particle proton excitations are shown in fig-

ure 12. The same quasi-particle levels are found at low en-

ergy using the Strutinsky method with a Woods-Saxon [45,

46] potential or in HFB calculations performed with a

Gogny force [47], but with a different level ordering. Com-

parison between the deduced experimental and theoretical

level schemes will be made in section 6.
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5.1 247Es

For 247Es our HFB calculations predict a 1/2− ground

state nearly degenerate with a 7/2+ level, a 3/2− and a

7/2− level lying below an excitation energy of 500 keV,

see figure 12. In a previous work [48], the ground-state of

247Es was assigned to have a 7/2+ spin, although a 3/2−

spin cannot be excluded (see the discussions in [6,23]).

As discussed in the previous section, the strongest γ-

ray transition has an energy of 293 keV and is most likely

an E1.

Among the four lowest states (1/2−, 7/2+, 3/2− and

7/2−) predicted by our calculation, an E1 transition can

only occur between the 7/2− and 7/2+ states. The 293

keV transition can therefore be interpreted as the decay

from the 7/2− to 7/2+ level which has been tentatively as-

signed to the ground state [48]. As discussed in the previ-

ous paragraphs, the 243 keV γ-ray is most likely an E2 or

an E1 transition. It is also detected in coincidence with a

highly converted transition at 50 keV. This decay pattern

has strong similarities with that seen in the neighboring

243,245,251Es isotopes [23], where the 9/2+ member of the

signature-partner rotational-band built on the 7/2+ is fed

by an E1 transition. The transition rate for a decay from a

I1, K1 to a I2, K2 rotational state can be estimated using

the Alaga rule [49]. For Eλ transitions, the expression is:

T (Eλ) ∝ E2λ+1〈I1 K1 λ K2−K1|I2 K2〉2 (5)

The calculation leads to an intensity ratio T(E1, 293)/T(E1,

243) = 6.1 compared to T(E1, 293)/T(E2, 243) = 212.

The experimental value of 4.4 ± 2 supports therefore an

E1 assignment for both 243 and 293 keV transitions. Con-

sequently, the highly converted 50 keV transition summed

with the 7550 keV α line corresponds to the M1 transition

between 9/2+ and 7/2+ states. The 7550 keV α-decay to

the 7/2− state of 247Es at 293 keV has an hindrance fac-

tor of 1.3, which strongly suggests that the single-particle

configuration is the same for the initial and final states. It

follows that the initial state, which is the ground state of

251Md, has a spin and parity of 7/2−.

No candidate α decays from 251Md for the transition

to the predicted 3/2− state were observed in the present

data. It should be noted that due to the spin-flip nature of

the 7/2−[514] → 3/2−[521] transition, such a decay would

be strongly hindered. The position of the 3/2− state there-

fore remains unknown and the ground-state spin and par-

ity of 247Es remains uncertain. The deduced experimental

level scheme of 247Es is shown in figure 13.

5.2 251Md and 255Lr

The α decays of 255Lr at 8365 and 8457 keV energies have

a small hindrance factor, and should each connect configu-
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rations corresponding to the same one-quasi-particle level.

Since two α decays of the 255Lr ground-state, at 8365 and

8420 keV, have been detected, the 8365 keV decay can-

not feed the 251Md ground state. It is therefore the 8457

keV transition from the 2.5 s isomeric state which feeds

the 7/2− 251Md ground state. According to the hindrance

factor value, the isomeric state in 255Lr has the same spin

and parity as the 251Md ground state, 7/2−. The HFB cal-

culations predict a 7/2− ground state for 255Lr and only

two excited states below 400 keV: 1/2− and 7/2+. Since

there is an uncertainty of a few hundred keV in the theory,

both the 1/2− and the 7/2+ configurations could corre-

spond to the 255Lr ground state. The ground state 7/2+

can be easily ruled out: the 7/2− state would then decay

by an E1 transition and would not be isomeric. The only

possibility for the 255Lr ground state is therefore a spin

and parity 1/2−, in which case the 7/2− state decays to

the 1/2− state by a M3 transition and is isomeric. The

255Lr ground state decays by the 8365 keV transition to an

excited 251Md level with the same spin and parity (1/2−).

A rotational band built on the 1/2− state in 251Md has

been recently observed [14] which confirms the presence

of such a state at low excitation energy. The 8420 keV

transition from the 255Lr ground state has a large hin-

drance factor of ≥ 73, compatible with an 1/2− → 7/2−

transition.

The two transitions from the 255Lr ground state allow

us to determine the excitation energy of the 1/2− state in

251Md to be around 55 keV. The isomeric 7/2− state in

255Lr then has an excitation energy of 37 keV. The Weis-

skopf estimate for the lifetime of a 37 keV M3 transition

is 0.3 s, compatible with the experimental half-life of 2.5

s for the isomeric state.

The α line at 8420 keV from the isomeric state in

255Lr is compatible with the feeding of an excited state

in 251Md. Using the same arguments as in paragraph 4.1,

the excited state should decay via a fully converted transi-

tion and the subsequent X-ray, Coster-Kronig and Auger

electron should sum with the coincident α line. There-

fore, the measured 4820 keV energy should not correspond

to the α-decay energy. Sequences of alpha decays feeding

states at If , If + 1, If + 2 have been observed in sev-

eral transuranium isotopes (see for instance [22]), with

intensity ratios I(Ii → If )/I(Ii → If + 1) ∼ 2 − 3 and

I(Ii → If )/I(Ii → If + 2) ∼ 10. Let us consider the

feeding of the 9/2− rotational state at an energy of ∼ 50

keV (assuming a 75 h̄2MeV−1 moment of inertia). From

GEANT 4 simulations, the 50 keV M1 transition leads

to a summing of ∼ 41 keV with 8457 - 50 keV result-

ing in a 8448 keV α line. Such a line should lie in the

tail of the 8457 transition and cannot be resolved. The

11/2− rotational state at an energy of ∼ 135 keV should

decay via two M1 transitions at ∼ 85 and ∼ 50 keV.

Indeed, transition rates reported in [14] do not favour

the E2 (11/2− → 7/2−) transition. The two M1 tran-

sitions should again sum with the α line at 8457 - 85 -

50 = 8322 keV. GEANT 4 simulations suggest a broad

line at ∼ 8430 keV which is compatible with the 8420 ±

10 keV peak (remember also that the GEANT 4 simula-

tions presented in section 4.1 overestimate the experimen-
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tal summing effect). We observe here an intensity ratio

I(8457)/I(8420) ∼ 12 which is compatible with the feeding

of the 7/2−+2 = 11/2− rotational state. We therefore in-

terpret the 8420 line as a broad summed peak correspond-

ing to the feeding of a 11/2− state at ∼ 135 keV excitation

energy. The 8457 keV peak should also correspond to an

unresolved doublet including the 7/2− → 7/2− transition

and the 7/2− → 9/2− summed line. The hindrance factor

for the 8457 line should be therefore considered as a lower

limit. Using the same arguments, the 8331 keV line may

result from a similar summing.

Finally, coincidences between the 8290 keV α and 75±

10 keV electron lines are tentatively observed, suggesting

the feeding of a state at above 130 keV excitation energy.

The 7/2+ state, predicted in both 251Md and 255Lr,

has not been observed: the α transition feeding or deex-

citing this state involves a change in parity and there-

fore, would be strongly hindered. One can also expect the

1/2− 251Md state to be isomeric. The M3 transitions in

255Lr and 251Md should both be similar and the 55 keV

level of 251Md should have a priori a lifetime of a few

seconds. As a consequence, the decay curve of the 7550

keV α line should be characteristic of a two-step process.

However, a few seconds is a short time compared to 4.3

minutes and the distortion of the decay curve should be

very small. Moreover, an 1/2− → 1/2− α transition feed-

ing 247Es would also be expected, having an hindrance

factor close to one, similar to that observed in the decay

of 255Lr. Assuming that the 1/2− state in 251Md has a life-

time between 2 and 5 s, the α-decay branching ratio for

Fig. 13. Level scheme of 247Es 251Md and 255Lr deduced from

experimental data. The tentative 8290 and 8331 keV lines from

255Lr are not shown.

the 251Md(1/2−) →247 Es(1/2−) transition should be less

than 1%. This is well below the detection limit. It remains

likely, however, that the 1/2− state in 251Md is isomeric.

The level schemes resulting from all these considerations

are shown in figure 13.

6 Discussion

In this section the single-particle structure of the odd-

Z Es, Md and Lr isotopes deduced from experiment is

discussed and compared to the HFB calculations.

6.1 Es isotopes

Energy level systematics of the Es isotopes deduced from

experimental data are shown in the lower part of fig-

ure 15. Extensive discussion of the Es level systematics can

be found in [23]. Very similar γ-ray transitions between
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Fig. 14. Single-particle spectra of 250Fm for protons (top)

and neutrons (bottom) obtained with the SLy4 interaction.

The vertical grey bar indicates the range of ground-state de-

formations predicted for this and neighboring nuclei.

7/2− and 7/2+ states have been observed in 243Es [23],

245Es [23], 247Es (this work), 249Es [51,23], 251Es [52,41,

53] and 253Es [54]. In 243,245,247,251,253Es, the decay from

the 7/2− to the 9/2+ rotational state has also been ob-

served. The relative position of the 7/2− and 7/2+ states

increases up to 251Es and then decreases. It is interesting

to note that this may be related to evolution of deforma-

tion, which should reach a maximum at the N=152 de-

formed shell gap. As a consequence, the distance between

the up-sloping 7/2− and down-sloping 7/2+ orbitals in-

creases due to the increase of deformation as can be seen

on the proton single-particle spectrum in the upper part of

figure 14. This trend is rather well reproduced by the the-

ory as shown in the middle part of figure 15. However HFB

calculations using the SLy4 interaction underestimate the

N=152 (251Es) deformed shell gap and favour N=150 as

deformed magic number. This appears clearly in the lower

part of figure 14. The β2 deformation parameter for the

states corresponding to different quasi-particle excitations

is shown in the upper part of figure 15. We have displayed

with solid lines the deformation parameter deduced from

the charge quadrupole moment defined as:

βp
2 =

√
5

16π

4π

3R2Z
Qp

2, (6)

taking R = 1.2A1/3 fm. The proton deformation is almost

the same for all states. However, the deformation driv-

ing polarisation effect of the down-sloping Nilsson orbitals

1/2−[521] and 7/2+[633] located above the Fermi level is

still clearly seen. For comparison, we have also calculated

the deformation parameter deduced from the quadrupole

moment of the neutrons defined as:

βn
2 =

√
5

16π

4π

3R2N
Qn

2 . (7)

The βn
2 parameter for the ground-state is displayed with a

dotted line . This curve shows the neutron-driving defor-

mation effect which is maximum for N=150. The proton

βp
2 deformation is systematically larger than the neutron

one. We have checked that this effect is not an artefact due

to the β2 parametrization. A plausible explanation of the

difference between proton and neutron β2 deformations

is that it is due to the Coulomb repulsion which drives
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protons to more elongated shapes. One can also note that

Skyrme-HFB calculations predict a very smooth evolution

of the 7/2− excitation energy in Es isotopes, whereas ex-

perimental data show a marked maximum at N=152.

The calculation over-predicts the separation between

the 7/2− and 7/2+ states by approximately 200 keV, which

is well within the theoretical uncertainties. A 3/2− state

has not been observed in 247Es in the present work. As ex-

plained in paragraph 5.1, the α decay from 251Md to the

3/2− state of 247Es, along with electromagnetic transitions

from or to this state, is not favored. In reference [48], a

ground-state spin and parity of 3/2− (7/2+) is proposed

for 243,245Es (247,249Es). As was pointed out in [6,23], this

assignment is ambiguous and the ground state spin and

parity for these 4 isotopes are uncertain. Detailed data for

251Es were obtained in [52,41], where the ground state is

assigned to be 3/2−. A very robust assignment of 7/2+

to the ground state of 253Es has been obtained using op-

tical spectroscopy [55]. Experimental data indicate there-

fore that the 7/2+ and 3/2− states lie very close in energy

in the Es isotopes. Theoretically, our calculations predict a

decrease of the 3/2− excitation energy from 251Es to 245Es.

Lowering the calculated 3/2− level by around 300 keV

would reproduce the experimental data in 251,253Es very

well, and would predict a 3/2− ground state in 245−249Es.

However, a general trend as a function of the deforma-

tion can not be easily drawn since both 3/2− and 7/2+

orbitals are down-sloping as a function of the quadrupole

deformation: see the upper part of figure 14.
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Fig. 15. Systematics of the one quasi-particle states in the Es

isotopes. Skyrme-HFB calculations are performed using the

Skyrme interaction SLy4 and a density-dependent pairing in-

teraction. Top panel: β2 deformation parameter extracted from

protons (solid lines for the different quasi-particle states) or

neutrons (dotted line for the ground-state) quadrupole mo-

ment. Middle panel: quasi-particle states energies; Lower panel:

Experimental data. The 3/2− state has not been observed in

243−249Es, and could correspond to the ground-state.

The possibility for the presence of the 1/2− state has

been reported in 243Es above the 7/2− state [50]. It has

also been observed in 251Es at 411 keV [52,41]. The posi-

tion of the 1/2− state in the Es, Md and Lr isotopes will

be discussed in section 6.4.
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6.2 Md isotopes

Less detailed experimental data have been obtained for

the Md isotopes. A 7/2− ground state has been assigned

to 247Md [23,50], 249Md [23,56] and 251Md (this work). In

253Md, evaluated data [21] based on α-decay studies [38]

suggest a 1/2− ground state. Recent experiments [23] show

instead that 253Md has a 7/2− ground state. The ground

state of 255Md has been assigned to be 7/2− through the

study of electron capture and α decay [41]. In 247,249,251Md,

the 1/2− level is proposed as the first excited single-particle

state. Its position is not reproduced by our HFB calcula-

tions, which predict a 1/2− ground state for the isotopes

245−255Md and put the 7/2− state at small excitation en-

ergy between 100 and 200 keV. The calculations also pre-

dict a 7/2+ state in the same energy range, which has not

been observed in the Md isotopes since its feeding through

α decay from 255Lr 1/2− or 7/2− is hindered. Results of

a Skyrme HFB calculation for the 245−257Md isotopes are

shown in figure 16.

6.3 Lr isotopes

To deduce the level structure of Lr isotopes from α-decay

studies requires either the knowledge of the Md daugh-

ter nucleus, or α-decay data from the mother Db isotope.

Both data are still scarce and little has been deduced from

experiment. Besides the present study of 255Lr, a ground

state of 7/2− has been deduced in 253Lr [56], with a 1/2−

excited state the energy of which could not be determined.

As isomeric states may not have been observed in some ex-
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Fig. 16. Skyrme HFB calculations for the Md isotopes. Top

panel: β2 deformation parameter (see figure 15 for explana-

tions). Lower panel: one quasi-particle states

periments, the 7/2− ground state assignment of 257Lr [21]

should be taken with care. The position of the 1/2− and

7/2− states is known for the 253,255Lr isotopes only. The

two states have been observed very close in energy, with an

inversion between these two isotopes. However, theory pre-

dicts a 7/2− ground state for the isotopes (see figure 17)

having a very similar deformation. Assuming a lowering

of the 1/2− orbital, any small deformation changes could

swap the two states. Note also that all theories fail to re-

produce the 1/2− ground-state spin of 255Lr [45,47,46].

HFB calculations for 247−259Lr are shown in figure 17.

6.4 The 1/2− state and the 2f5/2 shell

As mentioned above, the trend for the 7/2+ and 7/2−

states is well reproduced by the Skyrme HFB calculation.
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The most striking disagreement concerns the position of

the 1/2− state, predicted to be the ground state of Es

and Md isotopes, while it is observed as an excited state

in 243,251Es and 247,249,251Md.

Beyond this ascertainment, it should be pointed out

that, experimentally, the 7/2− and 1/2− levels always

lie very close in energy. This effect could be due to an

over-estimation of deformation since the 1/2− orbital is

down-sloping whilst the 7/2− orbital is up-sloping: see the

upper part of figure 14. However, HFB calculations with

SLy4 interaction using the same formalism [57] reproduce

very well the moment of inertia of the even-even 252,254No

isotopes, which makes this hypothesis unlikely. Another

source of error could be the separation between the dif-

ferent shells at sphericity. In the Es isotopes, states cor-

responding to quasi-particle excitations of orbitals from 4

different spherical shells have been observed : 1/2− (2f5/2),

7/2− (1h9/2), 7/2+ (1i13/2) and 3/2− (2f7/2). The close

position of the 7/2− and 1/2− levels in all Es, Md and

Lr isotopes studied so far seems to indicate an under-

estimation of the distance between the 2f5/2 and 1h9/2

spherical shells by about 200 keV. The close position of

the 3/2− and 7/2+ states in 251,253Es suggests also that

the 2f7/2 spherical shell should be pushed up by about

700 keV. On the other hand, the relative position of the

1h9/2 (7/2−) and 1i13/2 (7/2+) seems to be correct. These

hypotheses go along the same lines as the discussion in

reference [44], which suggests a lowering of the separation

between the 2f5/2 and 2f7/2 shells.

As the down-sloping 1/2− and up-sloping 7/2+ states

are very close in energy, the inversion of these levels seen

between 253Lr and 255Lr is not of great significance within

our scenario: any small modification of the effective inter-

action, inducing a small change in deformation or pairing

correlations, could change the relative position of the two

levels.

There is a long-standing prediction from microscopic-

macroscopic models of Z=114 being the next proton shell

closure [58–61]. The appearance and size of the Z=114 gap

depends on the relative position of the 2f and 1i13/2 levels,

and, in particular, the spin-orbit splitting of the 2f states,

which enclose the Z=114 gap. All standard microscopic-

macroscopic models place the 1i13/2 level below the 2f7/2

one and give a large spin-orbit splitting of the 2f levels.

The resulting prediction of a major Z=114 shell closure,
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however, is not confirmed by modern self-consistent mean-

field models [2,4] as for example the Skyrme interaction

SLy4 that we use here. Most of these models push the

1i13/2 level between the 2f states, as can be seen in fig-

ure 14, or reduce the spin-orbit splitting of the 2f states,

or both. Furthermore, it has been pointed out that even

with their already reduced spin-orbit splittings, all mean-

field models still tend to overestimate the spin-orbit split-

tings in heavy nuclei, as for example 208Pb [2], which hints

that the spin-orbit splitting of the 2f states should be even

smaller than the values predicted by SLy4.

The relative shifts of single-particle levels suggested

above can be confronted with this scenario for HFB calcu-

lation using the Skyrme SLy4 interation. When using the

well-described distance of the 1h9/2 and 1i13/2 levels as a

reference, then the splitting between the 2f levels should

indeed be reduced by about 500 keV. At the same time,

the centroid of the 2f levels should be shifted relative to

the 1i13/2 level such that the 1i13/2 and 2f7/2 levels will be

nearly degenerate, while the Z=114 gap slightly opens up

between the 1i13/2 and 2f5/2 levels, but remains too small

to establish a major shell closure.

7 Summary and conclusion

The fusion-evaporation reaction of 48Ca + 209Bi was used

to study 255Lr, and via successive α decays the odd-Z

transfermium nuclei 251Md and 247Es. Alpha, γ and elec-

tron spectroscopy were used to probe single-particle prop-

erties around the doubly magic deformed shell gap at

Z=100, N=152. A revised half-life of 31.1±1.3 s was mea-

sured for the 1/2− ground state of 255Lr, and the analysis

revealed a new isomeric 7/2− state in 255mLr with a half-

life of 2.53 ± 0.13 s. The improved α decay data allowed

the energies of excited states in 251Md to be determined.

New γ-ray transitions in 247Es were observed, which al-

lowed a level scheme for the latter to be proposed. As a

consequence, the Qα values for 255Lr should be revised, for

the ground-state to ground-state decay a value of 8554 ±

10 keV is determined. For 251Md, the 247Es ground state

may not have been observed. Therefore, only a lower limit

of 7970 keV can be given. For comparison, the values given

in the AME2003 evaluation [62] are 7990 ± 200 keV for

251Md 8610 ± 30 keV for 255Lr.

The spin and parities of ground- and excited states

were deduced using γ-ray transitions and their multipolar-

ities and α-decay energies and hindrance factors. Nilsson

labels have been assigned to the observed states: 7/2+[633]

either as an excited or the ground state of 247Es; 7/2−[514]

as an excited state of 247Es, 255Lr and the ground-state of

251Md. 1/2−[521] is deduced as the ground state of 255Lr

and as an excited state of 251Md. The agreement with

HFB calculations using the Skyrme interaction SLy4 is

satisfactory for the 7/2− and 7/2+ states. On the other

hand, the position of the 1/2−[521] down-sloping orbital

from the spherical 2f5/2 shell is not well reproduced by the

HFB calculations. Note that the models fail in general to

predict a 1/2− character for the ground state of 255Lr.

The proximity with the 7/2− state, also established in

neighbouring Es and Md isotopes suggests a slightly un-

derestimated position of the 2f5/2 shell.
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Our experimental results provide new conclusive re-

sults in the region of the heaviest actinides. The combi-

nation of α-, γ-, and electron spectroscopy combined with

separators with high beam rejection was decisive in estab-

lishing the single-particle structure of 255Lr, 251Md and

247Es. Many ambiguities remain, however, for some of the

heaviest elements, both in odd-Z and odd-N nuclei. In the

light of this study, it is clear that some elements should

be revisited and studied in more detail to address these

ambiguities.
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